
INTRO TO ROBLOX DEVELOPMENT

If you love Roblox and want to get
started with building your own
games, this camp is for you! You
will learn the basics of game
building in your own 3D Roblox
worlds. No experience required. 

Ages 7+

NEXT LEVEL ROBLOX DEVELOPMENTAges 10+

Spark your imagination and
explore game concepts by digging
deeper into the game making side
of Roblox, including writing scripts
in the Lua – the programming
language of Roblox! 

Ages 7+ADVENTURES IN GAME DESIGN

Instead of just playing games, how
would you like to code your own? 
 Using Scratch, learn how to build
games using the characters you love
and the coding skills you will gain
throughout the camp!  You even get to
choose your own themes & worlds.

BECOME A YOUTUBER 
Let’s create a YouTube Channel! Join
us to develop your YouTuber skills
and work in a team in order to create
and customize a shared YouTube
channel complete with unique
channel art, video thumbnails,
uploads, and more! 

Ages 8+

Ages 7+ROBOTICS WITH LEGO®

LEGO® builders, come explore the
LEGO® SPIKE™ Prime robotics kit
as you learn how to build and code
your own silly dancing robot, a
working safe, charging rhino, and
more! 

MODDING WITH MINECRAFT® Ages 7+ 

Attention advanced Minecraft®
players! Learn how to make your
own mods with custom
textures, weapons, armor,
enemies, and more.

MOVIEMAKING WITH MINECRAFT® 

Take your Creative Mode skills to a
new level as you shift your
imagination into high gear. Learn how
to build epic scenes, tell stories, and
record videos in your own Minecraft®
world.

Ages 8+

June 5-9 and July 10-14

AM

AM

PM

PM

NEW

CAMP!

June 12-16 and July 17-21

INVENTORS WITH MAKEY MAKEY Ages 7+

Let's invent something awesome!
During this camp, you will combine
the power of codding, electronics, and
hardware to create your own
interactive game controllers &
projects. This is the camp to bring
your creativity to life!

NEW

CAMP!
Ages 7+CREATE & COMPETE

Makey Makey extends beyond
the screen & brings coding
concepts to life in exciting new
ways. Ninjas will use a Makey
Makey circuit board in a week
full of fun and movement!

NEW

CAMP!

CODE YOUR OWN ROBOT IN
MINECRAFT®

Minecraft masters! Learn how to
use code to control a virtual
robot in Minecraft and to
complete all the boring tasks for
you! Teach your robots to dig,
farm, build, and more!

Ages 8+
NEW

CAMP!

CODE YOUR OWN ARCADE Ages 7+

If you love retro games, then this
camp is for you!  Enhance your
programming by remaking classic
games & bringing them to life on
your own handheld device to share
with friends!

NEW

CAMP!

OPERATION: CODE BREAKERS

Learn the art of creating and solving
coded messages and combine it with
the power of computer science to
create secret messages.  Ninjas will
create their very own escape rooms by
the end of the week!

Ages 10+

NEW

CAMP!

jamie.luebbe@codeninjas.com
(513) 233-CODE (2633)

2023 SUMMER CAMP REGISTRATION OPEN FOR MASON!
- MODDING  WITH

MINECRAFT
-BECOME A
YOUTUBER

-NEXT LEVEL 
ROBLOX

-ROBOTICS 
WITH LEGO & 8 MORE!

$229 PER FIVE-DAY CAMP
No membership required!

AM Camp: 8-11:30
PM Camps: 12-3:30

Code Ninjas partnership with
Mason City Schools Student Activities
Held at Mason High School
6100 Mason-Montgomery Rd
Mason, OH 45040

Anyone can
register at:

bit.ly/cnatmason


